KNIFESTYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS

The Man’s View

FOREHEAD

“She appears to have
Botox in the frown lines,
forehead and crow’s-feet,
but has kept her baseline
look, with the right eyebrow
arched higher,” says Dr.
Kenneth Mark. Upkeep
is $2K per year.

NOSE

Rhinoplasty or
makeup? NYC plastic
surgeon Dr. Michelle
Yagoda isn’t sure. “The tip
appears to be lifted and her
nose looks thinner. But it
could be cosmetics,” she
notes. Cost of surgery:
up to $12.5K.
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SAY AFTER

BEFORE OR AFTER PLUMPER POUT?

Julianne Hough

SMILE
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“The most noticeable
overall change is that she
now has less of a gummy
smile, which was likely
corrected with Botox [up to
$1K],” says NYC cosmetic
dermatologist
Dr. Mark.

JAWLINE

“Her sharp defined
jawline — unchanged
after 13 years — points
to successful Ultherapy,”
adds Dr. Mark. The
ultrasound lift and
tightening runs
about $5K.
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Kylie Kicks Up the Botox

ecently engaged pop diva Kylie
Minogue looks remarkably radiant and wrinkle-free at age
48. But is it the glow of romance with a
younger man (her actor fiancé, Joshua
Sasse, is 19 years her junior!) or is the
Aussie star getting an assist from her
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plastic surgeon? Probably the latter,
say experts. “The giveaway is that Kylie hasn’t changed in 13 years!” notes
Dr. Kenneth Mark, a NYC dermatologist who does not treat the singer. “I
see excellent maintenance with a minimalist approach, optimizing the use

of Botox and Ultherapy.” While Kylie has admitted to Botox sessions in
the past, the breast cancer survivor
claimed she had given it up to be “more
natural.” Now, apparently, she’s dabbling once again. “It seems she has Botox in her brow and crow’s-feet, which

makes her eyes wider with less squinting when she smiles,” says NYC facial
plastic surgeon Dr. Michelle Yagoda
(likewise not Kylie’s doctor). “She also
has likely had Botox injections to lower her upper lip, which previously revealed the gums above her teeth when

The ultra-fit Dancing With the Stars
alum seems to get more shapely
by the week — and we’re not just
talking about her lithe legs and
chiseled abs. “Julianne’s lips have
been accentuated — not simply
‘enlarged’ — with fillers,” raves
Philadelphia plastic surgeon
Dr. Lyle Back (not her doctor).
“They have a beautiful, natural
shape with enhanced sensuality!”
While Jules, 27, has never copped
to any injectable upgrades, guys we
polled were quick to agree with
Dr. Back, who adds, “I love her lips!”

MIRACLE
IN A TUBE

NOW

she smiled.” Meanwhile, the charttopper gets high marks for steering
clear of the filler craze. “She’s avoided the over-plumped trend [i.e. chipmunk cheeks and trout pouts] we see
in many of her peers,” adds Dr. Mark.
Score another hit for Kylie!

OUTSMART SKIN
SABOTEURS

This just-launched skin
defender is the first of its kind
to combine pollution and UV
protection with DNA Enzyme
Complex™, a formula that
encourages cells to self-heal
and rejuvenate. Complexion
perfection, here we come!
PREVAGE® City Smart
SPF 50, $68,
elizabetharden.com.
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